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Abstract 
Van Douwen, E.K., On question Q47, Topology and its Applications 39 (1991) 33-42. 
For every K let T’(K) denote the quotient Boolean algebra ~(K)/[K]<~. We wo& ,ike to amater 
the well-known question of whether the following consistent statement holds in ZFC: S: 
(VK)(VA)[K # A *Z’(K) is not isomorphic to P(h)]. It is known that GCH implies S. We find S 
too hard so we consider the easier question of whether for each II E o we have: S,,: (VK # o,,)[JZ’( K) 
is not isomorphic to Z(o,,)]. In this paper we shall prove S,, for all n but one; however, we 
cannot prove S,, for any specific n. In addition, we also prove that if every Boolean algebra of 
size at most o2 embeds into .Z(o,), then CH. 
Keywords: Isomorphism of BAs, chain condition. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 06E99 
Notation 
y denotes any cardinal, and K, A, n; CT denote infinite cardinals. As usual, 
We use “a c K b” for “la\ bl < K”, and occasionally exp, K for 2’ K. 
“BA” abbreviates “Boolean Algebra”, and A and B denote BAs. Also “As 
abbreviates “A and B are isomorphic” and “A 4 B” abbreviates “‘A is embeddable 
into B”. 
Let Z(K) denote the quotient B or equivalently, let Z(K) denote 
the clopen algebra of the space of uniform uhrafilters on K. 
We would like to answer the well-known question, cf. [3, 
following consistent statement ZFC: 
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Since z(K) has size 2” and is <cf(K j-compiete but not G~(K j-compieie *we have 
the following known results: 
(tl~)(Vh)[.Z(K)~Sf(h)*2~ =2”]. 
.2. (!fK)(tfA)[T(K) = T(A)*cf(K) = cf(h)]. 
Hence if K* denotes the first cardinal with K* > K and cf(K*) = cf(K), then: 
Fact 1.3. If (VK)[~~ < 2”‘], in particular if GCH, then 
S: (VK)(VA)[K #A=$~(K)~~(A)]. 
The motivation for this paper is the well-known question, cf. [3, Q47], of whether 
S is in fact true in ZFC. We will not answer the question, but, using a rather simple 
method, obtain some partial results and also shed some light on the question of 
when Z(K) S Z(A). 
Since we find S too hard we consider the easier question of whether for each 
MO we have 
S,: (VK #%)[z(K) =%%)I, 
in particular whether .9(o) g =Y( w,) and z( 0,) g P’( w,,) (recall Fact 1.2). We can 
prove S, for all n but one; however, we cannot prove S, for any specific n E w: 
Theorem 1.4. There is at most one n E w such that S, is false. 
In particular, P(w) g 5’(w,) or .9(0,) % Y(w,,). While proving Theorem 1.4 we 
also prove the following result, which gives a rare example of 1CH (since, as noted 
above, GCH also implies it). (But perhaps the statement is true in ZFC.) 
1.5. 1CH implies S, . 
We also prove the following weak form of S. 
heorem . (~~K)(VA)[K<~‘~~(K)~~(~*)I* 
Because of Fact 1.2, a natural corollary is that 2A is singular iff 5?( 2” ) $ T’( cf( 2” )). 
Let us now look at: 
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And, more generally, 
uestion 1.8. Which BAs embed into S( A )? 
An obvious generalization of Fact I .I is: 
.9. (YB)(VA)[BSZ(A)=JIBI~~~], hence (~~K)(V~)[L?(K)C%(A)+~‘% 
29. 
NGW it is well known and easy to prove that: 
Therefore Question I.7 has an easy answer under GCH: 
.ll. If GCH, then (tl~)(tlh)[.JZ(~) s Z(A)~K s A]. 
Let us discuss what is known, and then discuss the new result. As pointed out in 
[2], it is easy to see that: 
Fact 1.12. (WA)[=%‘(cf(A)) s Z(A)]. 
But we do not know the answer to: 
uestio 3. Is it true that (VA)(VK)[K <A and cf(K) =cf(A)*z(~)s%‘(A)]? 
Van Mill [7] has shown that Facts 1.2 and 1.12 give complete info 
Question 1.7 if K = 0: 
Fact 1.14. (tlA)[Z(o) S .Y(A)@cf(A) = w or 2” s A]. 
The obvious corollary, pointed out by van ill, is that Z(o) s 5?(w 
hence GCH is essential in e of Fact 1 .l 1. It also is essential for + of 
since Baumgartner has proved: 
It is consistent with c being 
c+ B s 9(o)]. In particular, it is c 
(‘tlK < C)[p(K)Q T(U)]. 
s 
y regular cardinal that 
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The final result we want to mention is the following strengthening, due to 
ParoviEenko [8], of the special case A = o of Fact 1.10: 
6. (VB)[)BI-q*B-(a)]. 
Our main tool is the new concept of a separated chain condition, which we explain 
in Section 3. Once this tool is available we easily obtain the following result: 
ain mma. Zf K < 2<cf’K’ and K<h, then T(K)fz(h). 
ParoviEenko’s theorem, mentioned above, has motivated: 
Theorem 1.17. Zf every BA of size at most o2 embeds into 2’(q), then CH holds. 
We do not know whether the converse holds. 
2. Proof of Theorems 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 
Facts 1 .l and 1.2 of Section 1 are two weak forms of S. Our main result is the 
Main Lemma which we prove in Section 4. We prove extended versions of Theorems 
1.4 and 1.5. Define S(K) by 
S(K): (Vh # K)[c%( K) g z(h)], 
so S” = S(o,). Also, for ys w define K+~ by 
K 
+o 
= K, K 
+(?I+11 
= (K+n)+, K+” = sup K+n 
r1 E w 
(so W+” = 0”). 
Theorem 2.1. Zf K is regular and K < 2’“, then S(K). Zn particular, if K+ < 2”, then 
S(K+). 
roof. If A < K, then z(K) S Z(A) by Fact 1.2, and if A > K, then Z(K) * %‘(A) by 
the Main Lemma. 0 
2.2. Let K be regular. From Facts 1 .l and 1.2 we see that S( K ) holds if 
2K’ > 2”, i.e., if GCH weakly holds above K, and from Theorem 2.1 we see S(K) 
holds if K < 2’“, i.e., if GCH fails enough below K. 
Of course Theorem 2.1 is vacuous if K = w smce the Main Lemma is vacuous if 
Cf(K)=O. 
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Theorem 2.3. If K is regular or (v y < ~)[2’ < 2” 3, then there is at most one n E w such 
that S(K+“) is not true. 
roof. It suffices to proic: 
(Wm c n E O)[lS(K+“)*S(K+“)]. 
So consider m < n E o and assume lS( K+“‘). Then n b 1, hence K+” is regular, hence 
(QA c K’“)[~(K’“)scZ(A)] by Fact 1.2, and to prove (VA > K+“)[~(K+~)~~(~)] 
it suffices to prove exp.JK+n)a K+” because of Theorem 2.1. Since m < n < o we 
prove this if we prove exp( K+m) > K +“. 
Pick A # K+~ with .L?(K+“‘) &?(A). By Fact 1.1 we have exp(K+m) =2*, so since 
2” > A we prove exp(K+m) 3 K+~ if we prove A 2 K+? 
Since cf( A) = Cf( K+m ) by Fact 1.2 we cannot have K+~ C A < K+~, and we cannot 
have A < K+~ either if K+‘~ ’ IS regular, which happens if K is regular or m f 0. Finally, 
if K is singular and m = 0, then we do not have A < K+~ since 2” = eXP(K+m), as 
observed above, but exp(K+m ) = exp(K+‘) = 2” > 2” for y C K by hypothesis. El 
Proof of Theore 1.6. Let K C 2”. If cf(K) # cf(2”), then Z(K) S 2(zA) by Fact 1.2. 
If Cf(K) = cf(2”), then 2<cf(K)Z 2” since cf(2”) > A, hence 2ccf’“‘> K, so now 
2(K)%2(2*) by the Main Lemma. Cl 
One calls P E B a cellular set if eP and (Vp#qE3)[pAq= 
satisjes the K-CC (cc = chain condition, not cellular condition) if it has no cellular 
sets of size K. We need a generalization of the concept of a chain condition, the 
idea of which lies hidden in the proof of the following well-known result. ‘JJe 
uncover the idea by giving the proof in excessive detail. 
K, then Z(K) does not have the 2”-cc. 
Proof. Call a family P K-ad (ad = almost disjoint) if P c [ K]~ and if (Vp Z q E P) 
[ip n qi < K]. We use the triviality that p(K) has a cellular set of size y iff there is 
a K-ad family of size ‘y. 
For a partial order s On K WeCallpsK: 
(1) downward closed if (Vx E K)(V~ E p)[x 3 _y*x E p]; 
(2) a chain if s linearly orders p; and 
(3) a path if it is a downward closed chain of cardinality K such that 
(VYEP)[I{-p: -Y+K]- 
Since 2’” = K there is a partial order s on K Such that t 
has cardinality 2”. Indeed, if 
( T, E ), which is a tree, has 2 
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We will show that P is K-ad. Consider any p # q E P. Since q is a chain and since 
p is a downward closed set of size K, p P: q because of (2). Pick any x E p\q, and let 
.4s x E p we see from (2) that p E, x+, and in fact q G K K\x+, since q is downward 
closed but x ti q. Therefore ~ZJ n q) < K. 0 
To us the set S = {x+: x E K} plays a small but important role in this proof: We 
showed P is K-ad by proving 
We also note that S has only cardinality K. This leads us to the following: 
efinition 3.2. We say that SC_ B separates P c B if 
(Vp z q E P)(3s E S)[ p s s and q S s], 
and say that Z? has the (a, +scc (see = separated chain condition) if 
(VPc_ B\(O})(3Sc, B)[S separates P and ISI < o]*iPI c n: 
The proof of Fact 3.1 is now seen to prove the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. Zf 2’” = K, then Z(K) does not have the (K+, 2”)~see. 
We conclude this section with some remarks about the separating chain conditions 
and (ordinary) chain conditions. 
Fact 3.4. (a) Zf u’ s u and w s T’, then the (a, rr)-see implies the (01) v’)-SCC. 
(b) If u > n, then a BA has the n-cc if it has the (CT-, +scc. 
(c) For every K there is a BA without the K-CC which has the (a; o>-see whenever 
&lCUSK. 
(d) There is a BA without the (0, +scc iff (3 y < u)[2’ 2 ?r]. 
Before we prove this comment: Let us call a (u, T)-see interesting if it is not an 
ordinary chain condition and if some BA does not satisfy it. (b) and (c) tell us that 
the (q +scc is different from an ordinary chain condition iff u< 7r. In view of (d) 
this means that 
the (u, +scc is interesting iff g s n and (3~ < u)[2” 2 TT]. (*) 
So the (K+, K+)-scc is interesting. An odd observation is that GCH holds iff no other 
separated chain conditions are interesting: Under GCH the (a; +scc is not interest- 
ing if a> n or if 7~ is a limit cardinal or if CP< 7~; this leaves the (K+, K+)-WC. If 
GCH fails, say 2” > K+, then the {K +? K++)-04x is of interest. 
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artial proof of Fact 3. It is clear that (a) holds. 
(b) Let P G B\(O) and notice that P separates P if P is cellular and that P is 
cellular if it can be separated. 
(c) Consider the algebra B of finite or cofinite subsets of K. B does not satisfy 
the K-CC. But if P E B\(O) is infinite and if SE B separates P, then P and S are 
pairwise disjoint collections of finite sets, hence 1 PI = Is), as one easily verifies. 
(d) Fact 4.4 will establish the sufficiency. TQ pt’cv~ ~~rrn~-*+-* * --*‘-- rt-r x c w llwwKifCy j-u51 IIUlIGE; 111a1 11 3 
separates P, then I PI s 2”‘. 0 
4. When is A?(K) is0 orphic to A?(A)? 
We here prove the Main Lemma by proving Facts 4.1 and 4.3. 
.l. Z(K) has the @f(K), K+)-sec. 
Proof. Say S c g(~) K-separates P E Z(K) if (v distinct p, q E P)(3s E S)[ p c K s 
and q c K K - s]. It is clear that Z(K) has the (u, rr)-see iff 
(VPG [KlK)(3sc g(K))[s K-separates P and ISI c a]+IPI < n: 
So to prove Z(K) has the (cf(K), K+)-scc consider P E [K]~ and SE P(K) such that 
S K-separates P and (s( < cf( K). Y1e must show I PJ s K. 
Define SC = (K -s: s E S} and for p E P define 
p*= K\U {SE SU SC: lp n SI < K}. 
Then p* # p) for p E P since IpI = K and since IS u S’J < cf( K). Hence we prove IPI c K 
if we show (Vp # q E P)[p* n q* = 01. Consider any p # q E P. There is s E S with 
pc,sandqr,K- s. Then (p n (K\s)~ < K and K\S E SC, hencep” z s, while 1q n sl< 
K and s E S, hence q* E K -s. Consequently p* n q* = 8. 0 
Remark 4.2, 
see by Fact 
trivial. This 
conditions. 
Fact 4.1 is trivial if 2 cc’(K) < K since then every BA has the (cf( K), K+)- 
3.4(d). In particular, under CH the special case K = o, of Fact 4.1 is 
explains why we need 1CH if we prove S using separated chain 
cCf(K)> K, K < A, then z(h) does nom’ have the (cf( K), K+)-SCC. 
To prove Fact 4.3 it suffices t 
has every subalgebra, a
e (CJ-, v)-see, then so 
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If there is y < CT with 2 y 2 ~~ then there is BA B with 1 BI = T which does not 
have the (a, +scc. 
If o> ?z the fact is trivial: Then the (a; rr)-see equals the T-CC by Fact 3.4(b) so 
we let B be the finite cofinite algebra on rr, i.e., the subalgebra of 9( rr) generated 
bY Id- 
Now assume 7r 2 a. Pick P c 9(y) with lPl= r (~29, define 
and let B be the subalgebra of 9(9(y)) generated by [PI’ u S. lBl= w since 
1 IEPI I =nTT, > y = ISI. Also, clearly S separates [ ?r]’ in 9(9(y)), hence S separates 
[PI’ in B. Cl 
emar S. Topologists may appreciate a topological description of the B construc- 
ted in Fact 4.4 if w a a: Identify P(y) with the set of functions y + 2 and give it 
the product topology. Let A denote the Alexandroff Double of 9(y), i.e., the 
underlying set of A is 9( y ) x 2, and 
((%x2)-F: % open in 9(y), F~B(y)x(l} finite}u[9)(y)x(l}]’ 
is a base for A; then A is compact zero-dimensional since P(y) is, cf. [4]. Now 
pick P~9(y)x(l} with IPl = w and let X denote the subspace (P(y) x (0) j u P of 
A. Then X is compact since 9(y) x (1) consists of isolated points, and w(X) = 
:J(9(y))+lPI = T hence X has 7r clopen sets. Finally, P consists of isolated points 
and is separated by { % x 2: % clopen in P(y)}, which has cardinality y. 
Fact 4.6. For every BA B, if 1 BI 6 A, then B s .Z( A ). 
Proof. We prove this known result for completeness sake. 
First we show B s !?(A): Let 6 be a surjection A + B - (0) and define an embedding 
e:B+P(A) by e(b)=e’b, be B. 
Next we show g(A) s .=Y( A). If B E [A]” is pairwise disjoint and I BI = A, it suffices 
to show 9(B) s Lf’( A). Define an embedding e : P(B) + Jf( A) by letting e(A) be the 
rhi<A LA J -equivalence class of u A, for A E 9(B). 0 
estion en does S’(K) embed in 3?(h)? 
From Facts 4.6 and 1.9 we see that 
(A) (v~)(vA )[ Y~A=sZ’(K)CY(A)]; and 
(B) (VK)(VA)[.~?(K)~JZ(A)*~~~~‘]= 
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Under GCH we therefore have a complete answer to our question: 
Fact 5.1. GCH implies (WK)(VA)[T’(K) s Z(A) iflK s A]. 
Without GCH we are far from an answer. (A) gave one sufficient condition for 
p(K) s Z’(A). Another sufficient condition, which is easy to prove, is given by 
(C) (WK )(Vh )[K =cf(A)3~(+~(A)], 
which was observed in [2]. (A), (B) and (C) give a complete answer to Question 1 
if K = O, since van Mill [7] has proved: 
act 5.2. (VA)[3?(w)~Z(A)@Y’~A oro=cf(A)]. 
When proving the Main Lemma we really proved 
(D) (WK)(VA)[K>A and ~“:““‘~A~.%‘(K)~~(A)]. 
Note that Fact 5.2, or (D), shows that the necessary condition in (B) is, in ZFC, 
not sufficient for g(~) s .%(A). 
An obvious question suggested by (C) is: 
uestion la. Is ( KG-~) [cf(K)=Cf(A)*~(K)~~(A)] true? 
One might hope that this can be simplified to 
(VK)(VA)[Z(K) s ~(A)+K 4 A]. 
However, from (C) of Section 6 we see that 
(E) it is consistent with c being any uncountable regular cardinal that 
(tlK < C)[T(K)d z(O)]. 
From (C) and (E) we see that it is consistent that each of Z(o) and .Z’( 0,) embeds 
into the other, so if Z’(O) g Z(W,), then the proof must be more subtle than a 
nonembeddability result like (D). 
oolean algebras embe 
In Fact 4.4 we recalled that 
(A) (VB)[lBls A+Bs Z(A)]. 
For A = w ParoviEenko [8] has improved this as follows: 
(B) (vB)@1 a,+BsZ(o)]. 
More can consistently be true: Baumgartner [l] modifying an idea of Laver [6] has 
proved 
(C) it is consistent with c being any (necessarily) regular cardinal that 
2 <‘=c and (VB)[IBISC*B~J&~)]. 
On the other hand Kunen [Sj has shown 
(D) it is consistent that there exists a of cardinality c sue 
that B $2’(w). 
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In this section we point out that our results imply that the obvious generalization 
of (B) is not true in ZFC: , 
Theorem 6.1. If (VZ3)[lBI~h+jB~S’(h)], then 2<cf’A)~A. 
Proof. Assume first that A < 2<cf? Pick p < cf( A) such that A < 2? By Fact 4.4 
there is a BA B with 1 Bl = A+ such that B does not have the (cf( A), A+)-see. By 
assumption, B 4 .J%‘( A). Consequently, z(A) does not have the (cf( A), A +)-see. But 
this contradicts Facts 4.1. cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.17. Assume that every BA of size at most o2 embeds into 9(0,). 
Then by theorem 6.1, 2” s ol, i.e., oi = c. Cl 
We have no information about the obvious question Theorem 6.1 suggests: 
Question 2a. IS the statement (VZ?)[ 1 BI s A +* B s z( A )] equivalent with A = 
2 <cf(A ‘? At least consistent? False? 
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Notes by the editor 
The manuscript on which this paper is based also contains the statement of the 
following results, but does not include their proofs. 
Theorem 7.1. (VK)(VA)[~<~ = K+(~‘(K)s L(A)*K <d(A) or 2” s A)]. 
eorem 7.2. Zf (VB)[(BISA’+B~~(A)], then 2cCf’A’=A. 
results are probably correct, I was to reconstruct their proofs. 
